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For the benefit of readers of the Synoptic who may wish to refer to this backup document, it is made available in this microfiche (or• facsimile) form without editorial or makeup changes. = parameters specifying the error in the direction of a unit vector as defined in Equation (11) e l ,e 2 ,e 3 = instrument package mounting error vector representing small rotations about -X B, -XB and -X3 
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where T i, j and K form a set of spacecraft-fixed right-handed orthogonal unit vectors. Obviously this second kind of measurement contains a little more information than the first kind of measurement, but it is related in a more complicated non-linear manner to the reference direction R. (2) relating a set of spacecraft axes X to another set of axes Xi of known orientation, which for the convenience of argument may be taken to be a set of inertial axes. 
with y2 +y3 
1.
Measurement process modeling error; i.e., Equation (5) 
2.
Errors in the "given quantities"; for instance, the reference direction [RIj may not be known exactly, the instrument output y l may be read with a bias, etc.
When these errors are considered, the basic observation equations appear in the following forms with the A's indicating the errors.
It is seen only the following errors enter into these equations: Therefore one may write the reference direction error as
UP ]-[T ]1 0 0 1 which exhibits explicitly the effect of orbital error and spacemark position error on the error in the reference direction.
Sometimes one does not knot•., the error sources, but has some idea about the accuracy that may be expected of the reference direction. In that case it is more convenient to express the ;I reference direction error as 
where ( ) = D,I,J,K, etc., as the case may be, and E 1 , e2
and e 3 represent small misaligning rotations of the instrument package about the three spacecraft body axes.
In this case there will only be a maximum of three misalignment error parameters regardless of how many instruments there are in the instrument package.
As seen in Equations (7) gives the linear first order relations among these quantities and are the basis for all orbit and attitude determination schemes and error analysis programs. These partial derivatives may be determined from the equations of the preceding section and are presented in a series of tables. In these tables y l , Y2 and Y3 denote the standard measurements defined in Equations (3), (4) and (S). The partial derivatives of the measurement Y3 are obtainable from the relation
2( ) Y3 a( ) and are not listed separately. Table 1 gives the partial derivatives of the standard measurements with respect to error parameters discussed in the preceding section. Since the actual measurements may not be the standard measurements, Table 2 presents a compilation of common sensors, their actual measurements and the equivalent standard measurements. Generally, the directional . measurements are not directly related to the spacecraft orbital or angular velocities. The partial derivatives of the standard measurements with respect to the spacecraft position vector are given in Table 3 . Formulas for the partial derivatives of the standard measurements with respect.
to the spacecraft attitude are given in Table 4 . It is seen that the dependence on attitude enters only through the 
the results are given in Table S [RI]
Y2[RI]T [AI /B]IKB]T + I T B 2 [ R I ] [AI/,][KB] 1-((R I [A I / B ][ K ])
Reference Direction
Error, ay, The fact that two vectors are required to describe the attitude accounts for the comparative complexity in rotation than translation and for the necessity of using more complicated tools of matrices and tensors.
= [PI]T[AI/B][DB] as Lo RI]=a[PI]+sLQI] ----------I-T--------B------------------------------
Most spacecraft attitude sensors measure space-fixed directions relative to spacecraft. Attitude is a relative notion. Knowledge of two space-fixed directions relative to the spacecraft body determines the attitude of space relative to the body, or, the attitude of body in space.
That one space-fixed direction is not sufficient is also obvious from the fact that "roll" about that direction cannot be distinguished.
One may conclude from the above that:
1. Attitude observability is equivalent to the observability of two spacecraft-fixed or spacefixed directions.
2.
At least three independent measurements related to two reference directions are required to determine the spacecraft attitude. 
The measurement of the "meridianal" angle p restricts the terminus of a to lie on a "half great circle" (Figure lb) .
Obviously, the intersection of a half great circle with any other great circle, determines a uniquely. On the other hand, two "small circle" measurements merely determine a as one 
